berexco well data
Structure map top of Mississippian
Contours of net pay (from BEREXCO map)

POSTED WELL DATA
FMTOPS - NET_PAY_ISOPACH[BERRYEOCO] (FT)
- Well Number
- Well Name
- Well Label

CONTOURS
FMTOPS - MISSISSIPPAN [KGS DB] - Mississippian md KGS db
FMTOPS_MISSISSIPPNIKGS_DB.GRD
Contour Interval = 5

FMTOPS - NET_PAY_ISOPACH [BEREXCO] - net pay thickness from map values
FMTOPS_NET_PAY_ISOPACHBEREXCO.GRD
Contour Interval = 1

WELL SYMBOLS
- Oil Well
- Gas Well
- Dry Hole
- Injection Well
- Plugged and Abandoned
- Abandoned Oil Well
- Plugged Injection
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